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Personal Debt Up Sharply In 1959 As
Growth In Savings Shows Decrease;
"Buy Now And Pay later” Is Factor
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Don't bathe your kids too
often.
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Looking for ways to cut costs?
Then try some of these suggestions for saving electricity:
• Keep
your wife from setting
the furnace thermostat
too
high. Train her to keep on
the move and keep warm
nature's way.
•Be sure wiring is heavy
enough to carry the power
you need.
Electricity wastes
itself trying to crowd through
wires,
small
• Cook everything rare. A little
step each dav and vou can
soon eat it raw.
• Be sure
that wiring does not
come into contact with water

squeaky
wheel uses
more
kilowatts.
Go to bed earlier.
Place your water heater as
near the sink, lavatory and
bath tub as possible.
Use small pipes and insulate
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On the Contribution To
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